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 PROMOTING SIGUNTANG HILL AS THE TOURISM OBJECT IN 
PALEMBANG 
(Aan Prasetya, 2015, pages, tables, pictures) 
This report is intended for the presentation of information in Siguntang Hill can grow 
to be better. The method used in this research is the Research and Development. In 
this research the writer also use the stages of Research and Development, in 
conducting field testing of products made, the writer uses snowball sampling to allow 
writers to find the information needed. Moreover, the writer also used the data 
collection techniques and analysis by observation and interviews. Then produced 
three products social media that presents a variety of informations that has been 
tested. From the information of social media design there are various benefits 
generated. Finally, the writer suggest that the community and governments can work 
together to promote Siguntang Hill as the tourism in Palembang. 
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